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ABSTRACT

Direct creat ion of bi-exci ton s t a tes try two-photon absorption in d i rec t

gap semiconductors i s invest igated theo re t i ca l ly . A numerical appl icat ion to the

case of CuCl shows tha t the two-photon absorption coeff icient for b i -exci tonic

t r ans i t ions i s la rger than tha t for two-photon interband t r ans i t i ons by three

orders of magnitude. I t becomes comparable to tha t for one-photon excitonic

t r ans i t ions for available l ase r i n t e n s i t i e s . The main contribution to t h i s en-

hancement of the absorption coefficient for the t r ans i t ions t o the bi-exci ton

s ta tes i s found to be from the resonance ef fec t .
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At high concentration of excitons Jja crystals* tve exciton? can bind
to form en excitonic molecule or ti-exciton. An excitonic molecule can be

visualized Ijy analogy to the hydrogen molecule with the positive holes playing
the role of protons. Hovever, they differ in the fact that the mass ratio of
the oppositely charged particles in an excitonic molecule is generally not BO
small as in the case of a hydrogen molecule. Also the excitonic molecule i s
observable only in a metastable state of the crystal.

The existence of the exciton molecule has been shown by the study of
i t s radiative recombination in sons crystalB. New emission lines with quadratic-
power-law dependence vere observed in the luminescence spectra of crystals
excited by high power lasers. These lines vere attributed to the dissociation
of a bi-exciton into a free exciton and a photon. The experimental results
in CuCl , CuBr , CdS and CdSe have stimulated theoretical investi-
gations for the formation of the bi-exciton states and to calculate the
binding energies. However, one cannot deduce the molecular binding energy
easily from the luminescence spectrum unless the luminescence decey mechanism
is understood.

Two-photon absorption speetroscopy gives a powerful method for the
investigation of bi-excitons. I t corresponds to a direct creation of the
exciton molecule by exciting two electrons from the valence band vith the
absorption of two photons. Two-photon absorption experiment vas performed on

71CuCl by Gal and r^rsyrowicz to investigate bi-excitons 'using tvo photons of
the same frequency a) . They measured indirectly the absorption cross-section
5 in the region belov Jito = E , where E is the exciton energy. A
sudden increase of 6 in the region below the f i rs t excitonie absorption line
vas attributed to the strong two-photon resonance which seem to confirm an
earlier prediction of giant two-photon absorption

In this paper, we investigate theoretically, the direct creation of b i -
exciton states by two-photon absorption in direct gap semiconductors. In
the specific case of CuCl, we si™ numerical estimation for the two-photon
absorption coefficient and compare I t with that for tvo-photon interband
transitions. We find that in the case of bi-exciton, the two-photon absorption
coefficient a (w) is three orders larger In magnitude than that for the
two-photon interband transitions. Moreover, for the incident photon densities
H '"10 /as , <*_(<JI) becomes comparable to the one-photon exciton absorption
coefficient.
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From second-order perturbation theory, the probability for two electrons

to make transitions from the ground state 4 . (energy E.! to a bi-exciton state

* B (energy 7L) by absorbing two photons (frequencies <i and <iu and

polarisation directions ej and e2) is given by

w = c(i+-pffi) z

vhere C = (2rr/*) {e/ae) (AQ1 A-,) and *p „ interchanges e with

and tt, with w . The total momentum operator P is given by PWl

thwhere p\ is the momentum operator for the i electron. The intermediate

state *, (energy E.) in general can be both an excitonic and band state.

However, for tvo photons vith the sane frequency (10. « u) < E ) , the

maximum contribution to transition probability comes when the intermediate

state is an excitonic state of the conduction band. Thus we shall consider

only these excitonic states as the intermediate states in Eq.(l).

The excitonic state * can be constructed from the superposition

of the Blocc states for the electron in the conduction band and the hole in

the valence band with an envelope function f(r - r ) where r and r are
en e n

the position vectors of the electron and hole, respectively. The function
f{r -r. ) describes the relative motion of the electron and the hole in the

e h
exc

vhere exciton radius

:iton. For the exciton ground state (is), f(r -r ) = (ira ) ejcp(-|r -r \L ),

being given by fainl in terms of the electron-

i - lHole reduced mass }J = (l/m + 1/HL ) ^ and the static dielectric constant e,-

The bi-exeiton state can similarly be constructed from the superposition of

the Bloch functions for two electrons (vith position vectors r and r ) in

the conduction band and tvo holes (vith position vectors r and r ' ) in the

valence band with an envelope function *(r,r ' ,R) where r = r - r ,
+i -M +i • + •* •*•> , - » • + + e n

r = r - r^ and E = r^ - rfe . The function W(r,r',H) must satisfy the

symmetry condition such that the bi-exciton wave function changes sign vith

the interchange of positions of tvo electrons or two holes. Thus for allowed

transitions, the matrix elements in Sq.(l) can be approximately written as :
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vhere

A -

(2)

(3)

P is the usual dipole matrix element and ft is the volume of the unit cellc v
of the crystal. Using Eq.(£) in Eq.(l) and summing over all possible states

p.

In the unit volume, we obtain for the two-photon absorption coefficient C

where

C5l

n being the refrective index of the crystal.

To make a numerical estimation for ig(u]> we consider CuCl crystal

because of the large bi-exciton binding energy. It has a zinc-blende

structure. Both the top of the valence band (symmetry T ) and the bottom of

the conduction band (symmetry l ie at It = 0 . The lowest exeiton state

has P symmetry. The ground state of the bi-exciton is a totally symmetric

I1 state vith envelope function .x'.H) of even parity under the inter-

change of positions of two electrons or tvo holes.

In order to determine £L(O)), we need to calculate |A| from Eq.-(3).

Hanamura in his calculation took the envelope function ¥(r,O,n) — f(r)

f(o) g(R) where g(S) describes the relative motion of the two holes. By-

approximating s(s) by the hydrogen-like wave function, he obtains |A| —1000.

But the true envelope function for the bi-exciton deviates considerably from

this simple form. Me thus take a more accurate form for ffr.r ' .E) used ~by

Brinkman, Rice and Bell in their calculation of binding energy Of the bi-

exciton. Folloving them, we vrite

(6)

with
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Here if is ft function of the electron-hole distances only and these

distances are denoted by the single index p . The functions F{1)

<|j(p) are chosen to be

and

-R/A
+

-BR-/A

= Z e (9)

vith the definitions

eh.'

' e ' h '

eh

r e'h'

(10)

where A, B, C, n, k and (J are variational parameters and r e h « l
11,"1

For the values of these parameters given by Brinkman, Rice and Bell for

a = a /m. * 0.05, ve find |A|£ ~ 50. Our value of |A|£ is quite different

in its order of magnitude from that calculated by Hanamura. It rather agrees

etc-

vith a recent calculation of Ekardt and Shehoul
obtain |A|£ ~20.

9) for CuCl in which they

10)For CuCl, m ~0.1»3, tu t m. is not certain. Song and
•.•i \ e a

Kingeiasen ' have obtained cr - s /n. to he 0.038 and 0.02, respectively.
Our value of 50 for [A] 2 , calculated for cr = 0.05, v l l l not he much
different from those for a - 0.038 or 0.O2. Using |A| - 50,
E = 3.203 eV, | P ]2 - 3.56 * I0"3 erg gn and the hi-exciton •binding
energy 2E - IL • 32 MeV for CuCl, we find the two-photon absorption

ex 2 ^ 1
coefficient at ~ 0 .$ x 10 en for a typical photon energy -fiui = 3.2 eV
and photon density S • 10 cm
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V* aloe emleulstc for comparison the tvo-photon absorjitioii coefficient
for intertand transitions (a. .__tw)) and the one-photon excltonie ai>Borption. ynxer
coefficient a (u) for CuCl. For photon .density S • 10 cm and photon
energy l5w * 1.8 eV (such that Sfito is close to the energy gap E • 3.1*29 eV),

2 1 1 g

Similarly, « ^ for photon energy tu • 3.22 eV ,
2 - 1ve find <*lnter —0.5 cm .

is found to he 3.5 * 103 cm"1

Thus ve find that in CuCl, the tvo-photon absorption coefficient for
transitions to bi-exclton states Is three orders larger than the tvo-photon
interhand absorption coefficient. It is of the same order as for one-photon
excitonic absorption for laser intensities H ~10 cm . The contribution

2
to this enhancement of <x" in CuCl is found to be largely due to the energy
resonance effect, because of the exciton state being the intermediate state.
The enhancement due to the bl-exciton envelope function is comparatively very
small (by an order of h) in contrast to the calculations of Hanamur« .

Our theoretical results are difficult to compare with the experimental
7)

results of Gal and ^syroBlcs bece.use they could measure Indirectly a sharp
increase in the absorption cross-section only for photons of energy 4u <Ej,/2.
A direct measurement of aB Bhould be made for photon energies tu >, E_/2
vhlch we believe is feasible in CuCl because of i ts large value.
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